Exclusions and Inclusions

Participants in a corrections institution under section 225* of WIOA who **REMAIN** incarcerated after exit (*90 days after the last day of instruction*) are:

- Excluded from all employment indicators (employment - second and fourth quarters; and median earnings)
- Excluded from the credential attainment indicator

Corrections participants **are included** in the Measurable Skill Gains indicator

Notes

*Section 225 indicates that correctional institution means:

- prison, jail, reformatory, work farm, detention center, halfway house, community based rehabilitation center, any other similar institution designed for the confinement or rehabilitation of criminal offenders

Tracking of corrections participants is important for ABLELink and the HSE data match

- Since corrections participants often have the same email address, phone number, and physical address, it is imperative to confirm legal name (including suffixes, spacing) and date of birth in ABLELink for the HSE data match